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Mock Funeral Staged To Protest Defeat of Tax Bill
By Steve Shoup
-~. '>i" ~
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SANTA FE- Cold winds could
not deter more than 150 educators
and education supporters Sunday
from protesting what they feel has
been a chilly reception for educational issues in the New Mexico
Senate.
The protesters, representing a
number of public and higher education organizations, gathered on the
west steps of the capitol building
after staging a mock funeral procession to Santa Fe with a hearse and
coffin.
The procession marked what protestors called ''the death of education in New Mexico."
Gov. Toney Anaya received enthusiastic applause as he addressed
the gathering. He said the discussion
over his education programs had not
centered on issues but on whether
the Legislature is "going to give
Toney Anaya a tax increase or not?"
A coalition of conservative Re·
publican and Democratic senators
last week voted to kill a tax bill that
would have funded many of the
Aledlldrl1 l(lng
A mock fun••l ~n to prot•t the Senate defut of Gov. Toner Anera's eduf:atlon chief executive's programs.
Anaya said the Senate version of a
fundln11 proflrams was .U,ed Sunday by Albuqu.,ue flduatotS. The procealon, which
bill
that sets university employee
lncludlldsev••l UNM t.culty, made its war to Santa Fe and wa 11tHtfHI by the fiOVemor.
salary and student tuition increases
would require deficit spending. The
bill, passed the Senate late Friday, is
"ironic/' thegovemorsaid, since it
was put together by conservatives.
Anaya slid be iswiUing .. to give
up on some figures this session, but
By Geoqe Rutherford
be his lorig-tenn administrative exThis might entail putting three of
perience, his being the farst civilian the leading candidates into the three
Soviet President Yuri Andropov's head of the defense ministry and his prime posts of general secretary of
death has raised several possibilities party membership,'' Roeder said.
the pll'ly, prime minister and presi·
as to who will replace him.
Ustinov's weaknesses, he said, dent ofthe presidium of the Supreme
Philip Roeder, a University of would include his association with Soviet. These three posts were held
New Mexico Russian Studies assis- the military, •'which has traditional- by Andropov.
tant professor, outlined the choices ly been a political liability. The
Roeder said the president's post, a
faced by the Soviet lelldership.
common liability of both Chemenko mainly ceremonial position, might
"I don't see a powerstruggle with and Ustinov is their age."
be given to Foreign Minister Andrei
any one person coming out. on top in
Chemenko is 72, Ustinov is 75. Gromyko in recognition of his long
tenns of power. We may see another
"If they go with one of them,"
to the state.
collective leadership emerge," he Roeder said, •'they take the chance service
Roeder
said he expects Soviet
said.
of going through this process again foreign policy, which he characteIf, however, a single leader is to in 12 months."
rized as "verging on paralysis," to
be chosen, Roeder said it will come
The leading candidates of the remain the same.
down to choosing between the Bol- younger generation are seen as Gri"Their foreign policy retlects an
shevik Revolution's ..Old Guard" gori Romanov, 60, and Mikhail inability
to agree on any kind of poliand the younger generation's rising ~bev, 52.
~
cy
changes
that are innovative,'' he
leaders.
Romanov's flaws are his crude said.
''If they gamb!e for a five-year manner and limited intellect, Roeder
Roeder said he did not think Presireplacement and put off the next said, while Gorbachev's foibles are dent
would attempt to imgeneration, then Konstantin Cher- his having only three years• voting proveReagan
his
relationship
the
nenko or Dmitri Ustinov would experience on the Politburo and his Soviet Union under a newwith
leader.
ptublbly be their choice," he said. being a Caucasian or non-Russian.
"Chernenko's qualifications
Roeder said the emergence of a
"I don't think his conservative
would be his longtime Politburo collective leadenhip is more likely supportt.rs would let him do that,''
membership and his having been than having any one individual he said. "If Reagan tries to take
Brezhnev's political heir, even appointed head of state.
advantage .of the situation, in the
though he was beaten out at the time
"Maybe they will go for a more Middle East, for example, it may
by Andropov:
thorough division of authority," he force the Soviets to go frir • hard"Ustinov's quilifications would said ..
liner in response."
,~~

~
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Collective Soviet Lea.dership Possible

we won't step back on the House
Appropriations figures.''
The House version of the general
appropriations bill contained a 10
perce.nt compensation increase and a
S percent tuition hike. The Senate
voted to change those figures to 8
percent and 10 percent.
Several educators took issue with
the 8 percent compensation hike.
University of New Mexico associate
political science Professor Alan
Reed said the hike was actually only
a 6 percent annual increase since it
would not take effect until Oct. 1.
With inflation and other ex~
penses, the compensation increase
was "in other words, zero," Reed
said.
Several members of UNM 's theater arts department attended the rally
and delivered letters of protest to
Albuquerque Sen. Les Houston's
office. Houston, a Democrat, has
actively opposed a number of
Anaya's programs.
Assistant theater arts Professor
Denise Schultz said she was telling
Houston "that I'm starving to death
and it would be nice (of him) to meet
with people in education.''
"We have yet to meet with him to
discuss issues," Schultz said.
"Why didn't he meet with us to explain his policies?"
Houston has often voted with the
Republican minority on the Senate
Finance Committee, thus killing
several amendments that would

contlnufld on pafle 5

Ticket Distribution Returns to Union
By Eric Keszler
The location for University of New Mexico athletic
ticket distribution has chtnaed qain. Titkets will once
again be dealt out in the New Mexico Union, beginning

Tuesday.
Student ticket sales were moved out of the SUB and into
the University Arena ticket office be4;ause large crowds

waiting tor Texas El·Paso vs. New Mexico game tickets
Jan. 2S caused confusion and disrupted the SUB's normal
flow of business.
Athletic ticket manager Alice Allison said the move to
the arena was also made for security reasons. Each time
distribution is held in the SUB, tickets and money must be
transported between the SUB and the arena, she said.
Athletic Director John Bridgers said he decided to move
student ticket sales back to UNM's main campus aftet tht
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico
Senate passed a re~lution against off-c:ampu!l ticket sates

at its meeting last Wednesday.
ASUNM Sen. Martin Esquivel said the resolution was
passed because of student complaints about the arena toea·
lion.

He said many students, especially those in dormitories,
do not have cars and have had problems getting to the arena

to pick up their tickets. Other students, he said, have
"scheduling problems" that make it diff'Kiult for them to
get to the Pit in time.
Esquivel said there was a "eonsen&us from the Universi·
ty eommunity" that student ticket distribution on campus
is better for students.
There is a possibility ticket distribution will be in John·
son Gym next year. Health, physical education and recrea·
tion ctWI'Itlln 1Aon Griffin said distribution could be held
at the w~t ticket window in Johnson Gym.
Stude"\ ticket distr:ibution for the next three Lobo games
will be 'l'tttsday morning·in the SUB, and student guest
ti~kets can be bough$ then fOI' $5.
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Wire Report

Rock 8r Roll
Feb 14-18 505
Feb 21-25 incognito

specials nightly
Monday SO¢, draft 9-1
Tuesday $1 well and draft
Wednesday ladies night 10-12
Thursday free beer and taco night 10-12
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Sink louse & Launee
8904 Menaul NE

by United Press International

Talks With Arab Leaders Set ·
POINT MUGU, Calif. (UPl) Saturday. Hussein was in the United
President Reagan ended a birthday- States for medical treatment, and
week vacation Sunday and headed was to fly to Washington later
back to Washington, prepared to Sunday.
Reagan is scheduled to meet
take up the issue of Lebanon with
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak separately with Hussein Monday
and with Mubarak Tuesday, and all
and Jordan's King Hussein.
White House spokesman Larry three leaders will get together at a
Speakes said Reagan's discussions luncheon meeting Tuesday.
Speakes told reporters aboard Air
with Hussein and Mubarak this
week will cf!nter on how the two Force One that Reagan and the Arab
leaders can help resolve the situation leaders will "discuss the obvious the current situation, how these two
in Beirut.
Speakes said Reagan will release leaders can be helpful in resolving
a detailed plan by midweek for the the immediate situation in
Marine redeployment in Lebanon. Lebanon."
Speakes said U.S. thinking "is in
He also said the possibility of replacing the present multi-nr.tional tandem'' with that of Egypt and Jorpeacekeeping force in LebaJlOn with dan, and suggested the two could
a U.N. force is "worth ~eking help persuade Syria to moderate its
into."
stand in Lebanon.
Reagan left Washington seven
Mubarak arrived in Washington
days ago and spent the week cam-

paigning ;md relaxing after celebrat-ing his 73rd birthday in his old home
town of Db;on, Ill.
Word of the renewed heavy fighting in Lebanon reached Reagan
while he was in Las Vegas, Nev.,
Tuesday for a political speech.
Arriving in California, Speakes
announced the Marines would be redeployed to positions off shore.
But the announcement left unclear whether Reagan intended a
rapid withdrawal and whether the
stepped-up naval bombardment of
Syrian-held territory is intended to
protect Marines or the tottering government of President Amin
Gemayel.
lt is believed Reagan will approve
a quick departure for the Marines,
getting all but about 200 out of the
civil wartorn country within a
month.

Pandas Face Starvation
277-6565

(
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.PEKING - Three Giant Pandas
were saved from starvation by a rescue operation in the mountains of
Sichuan Province but a fourth Panda
died because of a severe bamboo
famine, wildlife conservation officials said Sunday.
It brought to four the number of
endangered Giant Pandas that have
died of starvation in the last four
months in China because of the
famine caused by the withering of
their staple food, the arrow bamboo.
Rescue efforts have intensified as
experts expect the crisis to peak later
this year.
The Chinese government has
alloted $1.3 million for the rescue
operation and the World Wildlife
Fund, which placed the Giant Panda
on the Ten Endangered Species of
the Year list, has donated$! 00,000.
Only about 1,000 wild pandas remain in the world, most of them

S.U.B. 24-0

General Meeting
7:00PM February 13, 1984 SUB RM. 253
Guest Speaker:
Joe Herrera, Pharmacist
Refreshements will be served

Financial Crisis Seen

Tenure Complaints Infrequent
By Joe Dimas

.very little support to the faculty.
"The regents' board is vel')' weak
''If you really want to know what and, in fact, is very hostile toward
the problem is, it's not the tenure the faculty," he said. "And the state
system. It's trying to get a decent Legislature is showing that they're
salary. The University of New Mex- just not interested in higher educaico is being starved to death for re- tion.
venues."
He objected to the lack of help
That's the way UNM's chapter from the regents in meeting faculty
president of the American Associa- needs.
tion of University Professors,
''We're not getting any sort of
Robert Kern, responded to a ques- encouragement from them, and
tion about UNM's tenure system.
there's an enormous gulf being creKern, a history professor who has ated between the regents and
beenatUNM 16years, is head of the faculty."
100-memberAAUP organization on
Kern said that if the state Legislacampus. He said his group has had ture fails to fund UNM adequately,
little to do because there are few some faculty may leave within the
complaints about the operation of next several years,
the University's tenure system.
The biggest obstacle facing young
There are nearly I ,000 faculty tenure candidates at UNM is the
members at UNM. Kern said about •'pressure to publish very rapidly,''
600 to 650 of them are on tenure, he said.
"which is higher_than average com"Here they are about to come out
pared to other universities. "
of graduate school and they're expected to almost possess a list of
published ~icles," he said.
Kern said that in general, UNM
Faculty Tenure:
has done a creditable job with the·

Last In a Series

living in the mountainous Wolong
Panda Preserve in Sichuan Province.
In the past six months, three. starving pandas have been saved but
another died during emergency
treatment, Chinese wildlife conservation officials said.
Many of the bear-like animals
have descended from their natural
habitats- 8,200 feet above sea
level - to areas where bamboo and
water are still available, but some of
the older pandas have been reluctant
to leave their homes.
Since last summer, 1.75 tons of
bamboo seeds have been collected
for sowing this spring and bamboo
shoots are to be transplanted in the
animals' natural habitats.
Over,95 percent of the arrow bamboo has withered in areas covering
250,000 acres, the wildlife officials
said.
The arrow bamboo flowers and
dies every 40 years. But the new
shoots that emerge from seedlings
do not reach edible size for about
five years.
During a bamboo shortage in
1974-76, 138 panda bodies. were
found, but their deaths could not be
directly linked to the lack of the
plant.

The AAUP is a national organization that has been responsible for the
tenure policies formulated and
adopted by most universities, Kern
said. It is the watchdog for issues
involving academic freedom and tenure.
"I think we've only had one really serious complaint in the past four
years, and that case involved a
promotion issue and not tenure," he
said.
"The problem at UNM is poor
administration, a regents' board
that's weak and a state Legislature
that's just not interested in higher
education," he said.
Kern pointed to former University
administrations under Tom Popejoy
and Petrel Heady as doing a credible
job for both faculty and students.
"Since 1974, there really hasn't
been any general or administrative
leadership or valid institutional policies," he said.
Overall, Kern said that both the
quality ofUNM's staff members and
the amount of publications "until
very recently have been very high."
"Again, the problem here is a
poor administration which sets very
bad institutional goals and provides

tenure
One system.
of the problems at universities nationwide is the apparent conttaction in the number of positions
available for tenure. Hard hit by economics, colleges are cutting down
on tenure positions or getting more
hard-nosed about granting tenure
and therefore denying it more often,
Kern said.
This, in tum, is sending numerous
candidates packing - often away
from academics in favor of private
industry.
The picture is radically different
from that of the mid-60s, when university enrollments were bulging,
Kern said. Then, money was not a
problem, and there was an attitude
of free-spending and "the sky' s-thelimit."
Consequently, he said, tenure
was awarded more easily and more
often.
Schools such as Michigan State
have even set aside funds ($3 million
in MSU's case), to "buy out" the
conttacts of those who already have
tenure to make room for younger
faculty.
It's an effort, Kern said, to thaw
out the numbers of positions that
were created by past tenureawarding systems.
This issue hasn't been as serious a

problem at UNM as at other schools,
he pdded.
Kern said, however, that it would
be much better to try to raise the
levels of expectation resulting in tenure across the board. Some UNM
departments have too low a level for ·
granting tenure, he said.
Kern said that as far as he knows,
''no departments have clamped
down against granting tenure."
Faculty in place under the tenure
system nationwide will be reaching
retirement age in the near future at
two different times, which will pro·
vide job openings for a new group of
faculty, he said,
"There are two age groups which
make up the faculty - those who
entered the teaching ranks after
World War Il and the generation
which came after Sputnik in the
60s."
He said the post-World War II
group will be retiring around 1985
and the other group will stop
teaching around 1995, creating two
different job availability periods.
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Announcement:
Budget Packets
are available
for the 1984-85
ASUNM Budget
February 13-24
Contact Dan Serrano
9:00a.m. to 3p.m.
ASUNM Office
2nd floor SUB
or call 277·5528

Presented by

DUNKIN' DONUTS

SWEETHEART
A Dozen Dipped Donut
Pastries for

$Z.J9

Attention
faculty members
COPIES

31h¢

For Your Students
Spring Term 1984

Class readers
Lab Manuals
kinko·s copiczs

Dunkin' Donuts celebrates
Valentine's Day with a heart
that can't be beat Our Sweet
Heart, filled with a dozen delicious donut pastries, each handdip~d in ricb chocolaty icing
and showered with colorful
sprinkles. We've even included
a personalized card.
*55!!1 t:lhoan 11..., AJbuquerqlll!
*IMS Soolh 5I. Frond., Sonlol'e
it:JI:IO toot Main, F~
*l!lel E. lliahway 1111, CoRup
*41tl C. Conlrol N.W., Alhuqu•rque
it IS II E•"""" N,£,, """"""'"'""

Happy Valentines Day

Bonnie Raitt

1

So say, "I love you" to your
special sweetheart with our
special Sweet Hear~ lust drop
by any participating bunkin.
Donuts shop and have a heart
AvaUalile while supply lasts.

*40GII S.n Malto N.E., Albuquerque
*441& W)1lmlliJ lllvd. f\I,E,, Albuquerque
*5501 Fclutl. Slreel, Albuquerque
*3311 Caots N.W., Albuquerque
*1810 C::.nlrol 5.1::., Albuquerque

-

It's worth the trip.
OPEN 24 HOURS
7DAYSAWEEK

. .,..._,.

.t ~\lfiiAN'-•
·~

ARMY·NAVV GOODS
504 YALE. IE

265-'7777

Tickets ava1lable al an G1an1 Ticket Centers
Tne General Slores '" Albuquerque and Sanla Fe
Record Bar in Coronado Cenler
and '" Taos al aue Pasa
Tne New W1ld West MUSIC
S U B Box OffiCe al UNM
60• serv1ce cnarge on all 11ckels

with love;
from the

8117 Menaul NE

general store
11

SE

403 Cordova Rd West

Pa~e 4, New Mexico
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Forum
BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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--Commentary--

COfFt£ l.HS YOU CAI.M
YOYMEtF POWN WH/1£ IT P/CK5
YOU UP! AIIP ri\1 IJ/o OF THe
N£W com:e GOI/oKilnoN 1...
ON6 Of WPFl'r'& MOVC/15 A/1{7
5Hi1Kf.R5 I Yli55/R ... J'V& J(}INW

Increased Taxes Needed
To Counter Laissez-Faire

TH!i CIJFf£ie 11Cif/W6RS l!

I

OR IS IT AU..
JUST A e<!IICH
Of H006Y?

I
'

By Marie Mound
Though national defense has grown, Reagan's overall approach is
to decentralize fiscal responsibility and reduce taxes. Power is being
given back to the states, Monies are being allowed to stay closer to
home. However, it appears that Reagan's philosophy of "new" federalism has not made its way into the hinterland of New Mexico Republicans. Foolishly they are not carrying the intent of cuts in federal
income tax to their logical conclusion: increased revenue-building
from within the state. Rather, their effort to keep taxes down simply
imitates the behavior of the president.
Over the past year, the media has provided a global perspective for
evaluation of the deficiencies in our nation's educative system. There
is now a mild panic disturbing the nation's consciousness. Unfortunately, those who are equipped to effect improvement in the educative process rarely occupy key decision-making positions. They are
not legislators. In spite of the popular voice which avows genuine
concern for improved youth and adult education and training, legislators cannot break from the security of traditional politics.
Politics is a gamble in which
the players seek to minimize risk.
Impending elections and campaigning take precedence over
the well-identified needs of the
populace.
But New Mexico Democrats
are not innocent players. Poker is
not their game, though- charades is less debasing. This way
we don't even know we're being
played with. The governor's ges·
tures have kept all guessing at
what the amount of needed re·
venue is.
Meanwhile, graduate students have cited particular areas of need:
GAITA salaries, improved libraries and graduate fellowships for
under-represented groups. These are not game matters, but matters
of individual (taxpayers') rights.
Our immediate needs are clear and we have limited alternatives for
meeting these needs: a receptive legislature and an understanding
University administration.
_
Fred Harris' book, The New Populism (1972), describes populism as·
dealing with problems of race and of economic class. It promulgates
individual rights and individual power aver concentrated economic
and political power.
Governor Anaya recently received recognition as the most progressive government official in the country by Mother Jones maga·
zine. He was described as a practitioner of populism. However, requisite to such a qualification is the non·exploitation of the citizen
voter/taxpayer. Obviously, Anaya's proposed sales tax increase runs
counter to the philosophy of populism.

------Humor-----Phone Changes Cause Chaos, Ulcers
By Jim Wiesen

headed off to a class in logic. J
didn't leave a message telling
my roommate of the new phone.

December 23, 1983 marked a
year that I had gone without a
About two hours later, simulphone in my living quarters.
taneous
with Bob flushing the
It is remembered as a comfortapartment
toilet, a noise- a
able year. A year of good sleep
combination
of bad brakes and
and of isolation. But most imporcricketspierced
the air.
tantly, a year of no phone bills.
He immediately went to work
But last month I bought a
phone from a nationwide com- on the toilette relieve his hearing
pany. No more extra charges membrane of the sound intrufrom the monopolistic American sion.
One of the bolts at the base of
Telephone and Telegraph Co.
the
toilet was unscrewed by the
Like my stereo, this electronic
time the noise stopped. He didn't
device was mine.
bother to screw the bolt back.
What I didn't realize was that
"Hey- if something worksthree hours after owning my
phone, half the apartment's stay with it," Bob thought to
plumbing would be disassem· himself.
bled due to confusion caused by
An hour later the same sound
the new phone's ring and a lack penetrated his eardrum like a
of communication with my dart hits a bullseye.
roommate, Bob.
By the time the final nut at the
J plugged the communcation base oft he toilet was unscrewed,
device into the phone jack and and the entire ceramic statue

.;.;....__---Letters--~

Legal Abortion Opens Pandora's Box
Editor:

I'd like to submit to you that
the 11-year-old Supreme Court
decision -Roe v. Wade- not
only did not solve the problems it
The difference between regressive and progressive taxation is not purported to address, but has, inunderstood by most people. When surveyed, all economic classes
express preference for the sales tax. But few realize this form of
taxation is rnost punitive to those in the lower income brackets. Since
graduate students barely exist at the poverty level, they would bear
the burden of the sales tax along with other lower .income groups. Editor:
Sales tax is not the sole means of increasing revenue. Increased
What this institution needs
revenues are not the sole means for improving education. But an
increase in funding is necessary if only to maintain the present status now, it seems to me, is a commit·
of education. Reagan's cuts in federal income taxes do enable states tee headed by Fred Harris to ask
for a 33.3 percent increase in
to increase taxes at home.
salaries during next year's legWe understand legislators' requests for. reform within the educa· islative session, to be retroactive
tional institutions. We can appreciate funding for research commit- to January 1984.
tees. We can appreciate concrete proposals for reform. But must they
starve our existing education in the meantime?
Frank W. lkle

Plan Ahead

stead, opened up a Pandora's
box of new ones.
Have the women of this campus considered the possibility
that they may be being propagandized when they are
advised to resort to a "safe, legal
abortion?" Legal, maybe; but
safe? The women who escape
without physical complications
have a myriad of emotional
problems to face.
Did you know there are
women who cannot vacuum
their houses because the sound
of a vacuum cleaner is so upset·
ting to them? (It reminds them of
the sound of the suction machine
in the abortion chamber.) How
about those who actually commit suicide then? Did you know
that sexual promiscuity and low
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leaning 10 degrees west, the
noise stopped.
The third time he got smart.
The noise started again, and not
knowing anything more about
toilets, he decided to call the
plumber.
"Hello," he said.
"Hello," she said.
The same realization came
upon Bob that hit Alexander Bell
when he heard his first ring: "I'll
be damned," Bob said aloud to
nobody, "that noise came from
the phone. I'll call it a ring."
A hundred phone calls later, I
called it quits.
The phone rests above the
shirt rack, disconnected from the
jack.
This communication gap has
created, just as it did that isolated
year, more time for me to get
things done and less ulcers for
Bob. We are both afforded a better sleep.

'T0040kl/'

self-esteem often increase after a
woman aborts? !think it's time to
look at the facts and ask
ourse!•Jes if we're really helping
our women or if we just want to
get them and their problems out
of our way.
How can we claim to be acting
humanely and responsibly in re·
sponse to crisis pregnancy when
we look at the wreckage strewn
along the past 11 years of legal
abortion on demand?
It's time we admit we were
wrong -"solving" a problem
by destructive means is no solution. And maybe we haven't
even thoroughly understood the
problem.
Lee Stephenson
Maranatha Christian Center

New Mexico

.----------------------·----------------------------------·

New Mexico

~1().-~ Cafe
2933 Monte vista N.E.

The M()r-nina

Dally Lobo

•

I
11
1
1
I

268-7040

Spring coupon Bonanza

7am- 10pm Mon-Sat
Sunday Brunch 9 _4

----------------------------------·
I Hardcover Bestsellers 25% off
ZI

~

I

I: i

- '
! :•

I

1
I

1
~<Zicph©liile
{l?1@5) 2~4~2@26

L:.:~i~_;jJ~·'-jftJJtiCIY;? i;"-.1i

-·J~J:::;r1CJQ_~c,1 10~c::~

o-u u~ ~

receive an additional 15% disc©~!'ilt
on every item in the store by
presenting this coupon.
expires: !t-28-84

1
1

I

~

I
I

-A Natural Foods Grocery106 Girard 131vd. SE Phone 265-4631

1·

ALBUQUI!RQUI!'S l"'NI!ST IN DELICATI!SSEN
lk IMPORTED FOODS • PAR1Y TRAYS
165-8282
897·0022
'303 San Mateo NE
Corrales Center
-,n.fri 9·6 Sat 9·5
Mon-f'ri 10·6 Sat 10-5

~~

1
V 1
I

NOW OPEN
9 om-9 pm Mon.-Sat.

I
I

1
1

and 10om-7pm on Sunday

0

o_,lI

.

··'.·.

;~_~~ '·1,

i:?j., "'

"'c •

u\:4::-, New Mexico Union
'·:.~·~\ GamesRoom

---------------------•••••••••••••i
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25~ OFFI
ool
!
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• :9 a. I
I
-~0::::::»1

'

'2)

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30am-10pm
Fri. 8:30am-11pm
sat. 11am-11pm

,.s..__

.

1

1

s

COLF • POOL • TABLE TENNIS

I
I
I

zI

I

1
I

ITALIAN RISTORANTE

\F~~~

1\

~ flr
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_
33

~

\\ \:,~Df\\Jl ~'>BD EN fRIED
\\
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\\

~(!.
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' ·

CHICKEN

~
~,

1830 L om~:r NE

.

I

10 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
4 Dinner Rolls, and Pint
of Spicy Beans

1
1

I
II

$6.99

.8 0

"11te ,\'olution Store" ..
5815 Menaul NE 87110
505·883-0955

I 1830 Lomn NE
I 4700 Menaul NE
5231 Centr•l

I
11
1
I
I
I

===== .

All Flower
~- Occasions _ ~~----··--

1701 Lomas NE

843-7673

worth of
Accessories

Good thru March 15, 1984

sw

0

.

'Etonic • Nike • International Sports • Spenco • Reebok • Bill Rogers •

-=

~

~ 5 % IJ~S~[]lJ~T

GDilD fDA fill fiPPlE CllmPUTER PADDUCTS
(EHCEPT J:lfiCir:tTDSK •••SDAAY fOlKS),
P. Sllr:tY, CDJ:lPfiQ. fllS[J DUA IWDE Rflr.tGE
Df fiCCESSDRIES flr:tD PERIPKERfllS.
Cll~ GET fl SDlUT IDr:tl
·

..

~

~

.80. . ~

.i RUNNERSHOE

WORLD

with purchase of any new bike
Good thn.l March 15, 1984

~aucony

(.) I

z

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

*With valid UNM Student or FaclltiV J.D. Offer good through Spring Break

Sub Cinema

(.)

(situated fn the lower level of the SUB)

Featuring this week

80

. ,...

Wednesday
Avant Garde

1

.

but Running ~tuff

with coupon through 3-5-84

ne"t to Russell's Bakery

2320 CENTRAL S.E. :::,·~.N M.
268·4876, Mon-Frl 10·6, Sat 10-5

2

10% off
on any running shoes

':' 3515 LOMAS BLVD. N.E. 505 268· 6300
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87106

0

~=»

Wl' !rl'll Nothing

~

GICS

I

Expires March 13,1984
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VALUABLE COUPON

I

I
All Flower Occasions
o 2z i
I
$
.
.
-g I
. 1.00 off
~=-i
1
I
anv valentine purchase
80
· 1.
0
1
I __________________________________
(minimum purchase $12.50)

.._____________________.
"Scenr'sational Flowers

Bike
Tunc-up
Reg. $15-$~

.> ::::::»
Cl

0

.0

Just to Name a few

1

-==========~---------------------------------
I ------------~---------------------·I

=

POLISH SAUSAGr;
IT"LIAI'I SAUSAOC
6RA1WURST

PASTRAMI

c-

t:=====================::----------------------------------1
.
----------------------------------·coMPUTer srore

IJAH II( CHr:J:Sr:

TURKr:Y HRt:AST

.9 A. I

SAVE$1

1 UM our convenient drive up windows •t

I

•
M

with this coupon

1
I

Z4Z-2007

17.

..,,

Jt,ND"~•!•r'iu'- '~'(\
H
'lilA fl.~j -!Ld~

()I

0

valid Feb.13 ·Mar. 13, 1984
--one per customer··

fo:.~.~
!I
20% OFF ~>2:I 11
~~~
any Item
=o•
8
A
j
on the menu
oi
.'=======================----------------------------------·
----------------------------------·
.
ZI
7ZZ Lomas NW

s

...1

I

~======================----------------------------------·
-------------------------~---------·

t: A P !»'

--------------------1
OFF
zl

/2

CORI'I 6f:llf
ROAST Ht:r:r

Tues.-Sat. 1Qam·5:30pm
Closed sun. a Mon.
1ft our new Mlcctlon
of lou & Centurion Bicycles
Mtn., Touring, being,
Children's

O 11

:====~~~;:=============:;----------------------------------1
~~·
I

I

1

---------------------------1

I
> _.. 1

any bottle of vitamins
when you bring us this coupon and any empty vitamin jar.

exp/resMorch 1, 1984

~;;:~===~~~=====:=::-.::~~=w::~===----------------------...1
~
HARVARD
HARVARD BIKE HOUSE
zl
I
BIKE HOUSE
I
FREE
_g 0 I
I
137 Harvard SE
I
$5.00 OFF
$15.00
.9 A. I
255-8808

A. .
__. .

·a

0

1"

Expires Feb. 20, 1984
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pecia valentine's Brunch.
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Eggs Benedict and Byzantine
reg. $4.75

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:-:-:-::-:-::-::-::-:-::-:-:-:-~---------------------·
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1

.8oa.
0 11
~ :::» I
·a ·O 11
o

Software at mail order
prices everyday

.80zll

•

I

lh• Orlglnol N•w M•xlcon Col•

I

t.1.00 O.FF

1
•

G. irard , Central & Monte Vista

1

Thursday

Shoot the

Plano Player

Friday

Vacation

Saturday

His Girl Friday

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2FOR1

Hot Wax Special
for Cross Country Skis
Reg. $7.50 pr.
coupon $7.50 for two pr.
Expires 3-13-84

SUB CINEMA

Free

bag of popcorn
(coupon good through February)

-------------------A Large Bowl of our
Spicy Green Chili Stew

New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily

flour tortilla & small soft drink
$1.69 45¢ savings

266~0550 Across from .Johnson G~·m _:l-100 Ct•ntral ~"

wHh coupon thru 2-26-84
Frontier Re!ltaurant

Home of the Latest

1n

B'rmled Frlod

t\tld 'Lt>

H m~>made Sweetrol 1

New Mexico

New Mexico

Daily Lobo

Daily Lobo

Spring coupon Bonanza

Spring coupon Bonanza
-----------------------------·
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERM SPECIALTIES

106-A Cornell Dr. SE
Open M-F 11 :00-8:00

Franks

ooZII

FREE small fries

.o

QAI

801
01

4330 Lomas NE

"Helping New Mexicans Fight Rising Utility Costs!"

~'

o~

ooi;oo

WITH HOME SOLAR PRESENTATION
AND UTILin' ANALYSIS*
$11 .95 value

TOWER PLAZA BUILDING
117 MARQUETTE NW SUITE 228
(505) 242·2867

1

S

FREE
SOLAR POWERED
CALCULATOR

C) I::)

o

t:lo

Ooo(ig

'Must present coupon Offer expires March 31, 1984
.
Call; 242·2887 for appolntmanl
"Home owners musl be present to quatily -

with a half-price
cup or cone.'

Bring this coupon in for a half-price
smal1or medium cup or cone
soft frozen yogurt

1•

~

0_.1

>- ... 1
·Q
I
1-1
(.) I
I

Frozen V.1ogurt Stores

1

· 5555 Montgomery N.E.

1

.. ...

1830 Lomas NE

one block west of University on Central

I
I
I

Padilla Auto Service

1700 Central SE

I
I
I

student discounts
call for appointment 247·4893
one block west of University on Central
expires: 3·30-84

.

Exclusive 15% Discount to UNM

l

\'l ,.... :; · . .:;
. frJJJ!JJJ!JJ ~U lJrJVLf 1
.

and get one fOr only
.99 Or .50 Off
on any rib dinner.

1

II

central at University
842·1202

a regular $3.75
now only $3.25with this coupon.
expires: 2·20·84

1

() 1

9a.m. to 6p.m.
842-8300
2000 Central SE

.

Mon-Sat

1lam-l0pm
sf. . . 416 Yale SE
255-0973

.8 0 I

Llllerllli
For Men and women
one of the Largest BodY Building
centers In the Southwest
Free weights, Specialized Machines,

Aerobics classes available
without mell\bershlp

2525 Jeffenol.l, Nl 114·1012

..2- ::::::» I

2000 Central SE

'c

0

1
1
1
1

0

...

L...l

Offer expires Feb. 27, 1984
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2500 YALE SE

:9>-::)
21I

243-9590

8 0(.) II

·ht&

I

FREE

I

COURT
TIME!

I

II

1
~

FREE
WEEK

II

I ltiiiPCJUentltletape!IOn I

THIS PASS ENTITlES
two Pml'lE ONE HOUR
OF FREE COURT fiMEI
Col (or Reservofions
offer good with coupon
Expires 4-15·84

II
I

Racquetball• Nautilus· Proshop
Handball· steamroom ·Aerobics
Restaurant •Whirlpool

Sporting('lub

· 1

I
I
I
I

one FR£E week of aeroblcl
Offer Good WHI1 Coupon

I

I

. ...
Expires 4·15·84

I
I
I

$2.00

OFF

:i:.Wo,rc=

from !he l'ro Shop.
Offer GOod Will' coupon

II

.

.

z
I
_g 0 I

S A. I
_>0
0

0_. III

...

(.) I

I

Expues 4-1s.B4
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1

We're open
Mon-Fri
10am-6pm

QUALITY
• Lessons
• Sales

Sat.

• Rentals

10am·5pm

• Repairs

I1
II

2 foJr 1 on selected electric. sreel and nylon srrtngs. PLUS get on
odoltlonol i> 1 00 OFF With this coupon.

~ ·~·
I

•

1 ( ....._
1 . ,?It ' ..'

143 Harvard SE
265-3315

zi

2 for 1

1

The Universiry Area's
full Service Guitar Cenrer

!

res
uttar.

QU'AL'I'TY
.

~nm-·· • Lessons

Offer expires 3·15-84

.8 0

II

S A.

.>- ::) I
G
I
0
I

0

• Soles
• Repairs

(.)

1
1

_____________________________,
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1

·Q o l1
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1
1
Coupon Expires March 31, 1984
I

Shampoo, Haircut, and Style $10.00
Haircut & Perm $35{10
Cellophane, Henna·$15.00
842_8300

II

Pizza (With Tony's special touch)

Italian Burrito Calzone
Subs Steak Sandwich

I

0

...

$1.25 For a Slice.as P 1
~ ~ & A Sma.ll Drink :Q::»O I.

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

. Reg. $1.25
Reg. $1.25

.Ch ,
EXPires Mar 31 1984
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(~6~.~i6~ralattheTriangle>
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1
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Spring Specials

I

290 a Monte Vlsu N.L

~~~

$1 WITH THJS ADI

With
our Year Round
St. u·dent Discount

O
0 II

1

como vi$11 u•

I.

Across from UNM
Walkins Welcome

TONY'SPIZZERIA&.DE.LI

•

1 FREE T·SHIRT
or sHoRTS

0

uvoo want a new Joo~ tor lhe new year,

1

Free Dellvety

CARNE ADOVADA
Mon Nite: MOOSEHEAD
Tues Nlte - CORONA

>- ::::::t

=0

.

I

PIZZA IS OUR SPECIALTY

In the Warm Atmosphere of an old Adobe House, Replete with Beamed CeilIngs, Fireplace & Stained Glass Windows, You Can Enjoy Our New Mexican
Specialty

deBora

The

a.

o

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
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I
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---------Cmnino Real
I

1

I

I

Students---All Year Long!!

----------------------------------·

..

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central SW

.o .
,.......J

with coupon thru March 13, 1984

II

CUnl.u" diai'L !b£s.ian
J

I
1
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1
bUy One regUlar SandWICh
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.
fOr $1.:ss
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Reg. $2.59 Save .60

! ' f:OXY P.J;f=~f~!~5f~~.......

f:OXY RJ;f=L~CTIONS

0 .A . .
..J

coupon expires 2c27-84

brake and front end inspection

I

247-4893

.

-

The
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Padilla Auto Service
FREE with coupon
z1
.

J

$1.99
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1
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Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

I
I

~

CHICKEN

.. ..

I

·ao
...

01

L...l

! 2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN FRIED

S A.1

======================::=;r===------------------------------r
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We'll make you a believer...
zI
I
I
1
I1
I

Q.o•.

with coupon
expires: 2-27-84

I

I

Zl
_g 0 I

your home or parents home O.K.

II

255-4248

~=-I

Get One Free

1
1
1

zi

o0
A.l

.00
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Grand Opening Special
.
--------------------------------·
Celebrate Our Grand Opening!

I

I

Dritle In

>- ::t I

Expires March 13, 1984

----------------------------------·

I .Buy One Taco Burger

,.......J . . . .

with purchase of a
Gyro's or Souvlaki sandwich.
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I

R€STAURAN1 & CATERING
FIN!: FOODS & PASTRIES
11!1,,...... ..

~~.:-.,·~

1111111,.,•
.. , .
-•
.11111,
•. ...

· ·'

• Rentals

. t
. . t
t
kf
Z II
Insour homemade
an wholewheat
Brea as · .8 0 1
sweetroll
3 A.
and 8oz. cup of imported coffee
plus one refill regularly $1.42,
with this coupon $1.1 i plus tax
expires: 2•20·84
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o (.)
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New Mexico

New Mexico

Dally Lobo
Spring coupon Bonanza

Dally Lobo
Spring coupon Bonanza
---------------------------------.
Discount to
zI
Students
& Faculty
On non-discounted items

ASK FOR IT!!!

• Accessories
• Paper
• Games

• Software
• Magazines
• Books

IBM, APPLE, COMMIIDORE,

ANY one book ($10 or more)
or ANY one box of diskettes

& other popular
computers

Expires 10-10-84

1

Mon. thru Sat. 10 - 5:30
(505) 265-4365
134 Harvard SE
(next to the Hippo)

.

(thru Feb. 29)

I

TWO DOLLARS OFF

t 27 Harvard SE 1
1 1:00- 2:00PM I
MondayFriday

~:I

ag

I
I
I

~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==------------~---------------------1

.9A.

'Special Faculty & Student rates
on selected items!

any large pia:a

ORE DOLLAR OFF
any small pizza
This couPQn can be used for express delivery

oo•
-8AI
>:a•
·a 0 I
0
_J . . . .

()

1

Expires Feb. 20, 1984

.

stteepherder's Ca~

""'!.f ~-

~

February Meal Ticket

111 Princeton SE
265-5262

----------------------~~--------·
1 Polish Wax % Price
.8 z I

e

1

1

Reusable through February 29
50<;: off each and ~:very entree
25¢ off each and every soft drinlt

Home of the moderately famous Jamburger.

5101 Lomas Blvd . NE •

.

I

Albuque•que Ne111 Mea~ co 8~110

JOSEPH N. RANDLE. MGR
WILLIAMS s. HAYS. OWNER

$3.00 value for $1.50

Fragrance V2 price
$1.00 value for $.50

1
1

266·7705

.9

2

o

I

tu~ t

1:

'

.
. !Ir.11 •
UE'ntals ~nc. [tt:,
'l'[t;
• \,,-<.
~
co~mt Offici: ~u'tttt\
~

fii~u~~

• Commercial e Uonn\: rurnishings

0..¢),e.
..
'\."C~ IJ.· Sal~s &

~

3500 central SE 255·2202

central & carlisle
Nob Hill Shopping center •
6413 central NE

RENT.TOOWN
I
I
I
I

U II

Expires March 31, 1984

..
----------------------------------·
1 25°/o Off
~21
::I

1

at

PLUS

Expires Dec. 31, 1984

YALE BLOOD PLASMA

As a regular plasma donor, you can earn $70.00 or more per

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
You mu51 be a local
resident. srudenr. or

110 Altez SE
• solid wood quality

Thursday-Friday

• waveless mattresses

10-6pm

• custom built storage
• pedestal & drawer pedestals

Saturday
10·4

'

by appt.
255-3279
SEBRING ·CERTIFIED

valid id required

Cl.'nter

walk·ins
welcome

Vdk. ditWt ~~~
A

liNI~t.X

._,AlO:"'i

with coupon

I

I

1
1
I

March 9, 1984

limiT one
per new donor

~

·a 0

1

I
I
(.) I
I

o

Expires Feb. 20, 1984

ONLy s}98

M·F 12:30-3:30
Offer expires

militory and hove
a valid piCtUre l.d.

Fudge Valentine Heart
Fancy Pecan Almaretto Almond
Grand Marnier

HlJA%N:JlRs i H~?~~s

New cfonoB roken

2 • • 0 Carlisle and Interstate 40
on K-Mart parking lot

122 Yale Blvd. 5.E.
266·5729

mo. Your plasma is vitally needed for the production of many
life-saving vaccines.

:WATER/OOG WATERBEDJ:
292-8500

2318 Central SE 255·8275

I

1
1
1
1
1

I
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Redeemable or

per month

'Taste the

magic"

Home and Office Furniture
on all CASH sales with coupon

268·0222

570

llll!l-

I

10% OFF on both

.

1
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~. t.i'./.elllJ.et"deJ"'J's C>JtCV~
I

.9
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.80

For your

r£~\~~"
~.;;JY

Fine Vintage Apparel
for men and women

1

--------------------------------~
z
$3.00 OFF

SOFTWAIRE CENTRE

High Style

.8 0 I

8 (.)0 1
1

------------------,
High Style
i
20% off
!
----------------------------------·zl

IF YOU LIKE WHITE CASTLES®
YOU WILL LOVE BIG BITES
EXPIRES 3/3/84

Use Our D..We Up Window

--------------------i
Z•
I

FREE thermal mattress pad

with purchase of a complete
Watersong Waterbed.
valued at $29.95
expires March 17, 1984

oo•
-8 a.•
_>:II
oo·
UI
_.

If you could lose
weight by younelf
you would have done
so by now

I

0

I

242·2333
.on Cool n•ar UNM

Los• 17·25 pound
In 6 w••ksl

-----------------------------·

Mon, Feb. 13th thru Sat. Feb. 18th
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UMIT 4
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EXPIRES 3/3184
SAVE60C

51

__________________________________.I
Feb. 29, 1984
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GOOD FOR ONE FREE DRINK

TUES.- SAT.
8904 Menaul NE

()

I
I
--~----------------~

'-_....··---------·-··-t·-··-··-··-···-·-·--------'
ROCK & ROLL
299-9517

I

~ONSM1UST29
~A. I
1
ONLY
EACH ·a
0 0::::1 1

a

lT

(1st visit only)

zi

.c 0

GREY

:~~ SIC
VALLEY
RANCHCOIVJ:PANY

UNM Students

$10.00 style cuts
$28.00 body waves

KOSHER PICK!£

a

Any Night after 9:30p.m.
$1.75 value 8904 Menaul NE 299-9517

.8 0
z

sa.
~:a

·oo
ou
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ASUNM To Encourage Voting with Mock Election

New Mexico

Dally Lobo

By Amy Miller
University of New Mexico students, faculty and staff will be able
to express their choices for the
November presidential and U.S.
Senate elections in an Associated
Students of the University of New
Mexico-sponsored "Mock General
Election."
Ten voting machines, provided
free by the Bernalillo County
Clerk's office, will be open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday in the
New Mexico Union's north ballroom.
"This election shall set the trend
of the upcoming 1984 political cau-

Spring coupon Bonanza
1724 Lomas NE
(University & Lomas)
6300 San Mateo NE
(Far North Shopping
Center)
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Voter registration will continue
until April24, the last day to register
for the November election.

Schoeppner said poll workers will
take data on the breakdown of voters
to see what percentage of undergraduntes, grnduate students, faculty and staff voted.
He also said ASUNM has invited
the various organizations to campaign for their candidates during the
mock election,
''We hope to make this as realistic
as possible," Schoeppner said .
"We think it will have a large impact
on students."

University of New Mexico

----------------------------------.
! FREE French Fries a 0z 1
.

1

Across from Johnson GyJ;11 2400 Ct>ntral SE

Home ot the· Latest m'Bro1led Food and the H,.memadeSweetroll

1

266-0550

ASUNM Sen. John Schoeppner
said Wednesday's mock election is
the first of many possible ASUNM
projects encouraging people to vote.
He said there may be a mock election
next fall.

All mock election poll workers
are volunteers and will tabulate the
results of the election immediately
following the polls' closing.

I
1

Coupon good any time

I

II
I

New Hours: 6:30am- l2pm Daily

Reza said more college students
need to use their voting privileges,
She said only 40 percent of U.S.
citizens between the ages of 18 and
24 arc registered voters, and only 40
percent of black citizens and 25 percent of Hispanic/Chicano citizens in
that age group are registered. ·

PD345

~===========================;:----------------------------------

~.~.~.·c.·~riD.) ".,:. ~'irrl, ~

cuses, primaries and conventions
throughout the country,'' said
ASUNM Sen. Rose Re:~:a.
"The focus will be on students,
urging them to register to vote for the
forthcoming elections," she said.
ASUNM hopes to familiarize
people with candidates and educate
them on how to use vo.ting
machines, she added.
,
Representatives from the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, the New Mexico Rainbow
Coalition, ACORN, RSUP, Southwest Voter Education and Registration Project and Southwest Organizing Project will be registering people
to vote.
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lnsta-Tune

lnsta·Tune uses the most sophisticated equip·
ment in the industry on your car. While you watch.
In about 30 minutes on both American and foreign
cars.
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continued from page 1
have raised the compensation package and lowered tuition hikes.
Schultz said that although she was
rated well by her students, "I cannot
ostayl>bere"and>teach:J/"De!pileober•""''
eight years of training, she said she
could make more money driving a
Greyhound bus.
Theater Arts Chairman Brian
Hansen said low pay could lead to
losing quality faculty. Referring to
Schultz and another professor who
may leave, Hansen said, "If we lose
them, we're losing the best people in
the department.''
The procession to Santa Fe from
Albuquerque Wl!S made up of about
.., 100 cars, many sporting black rib·
bons from their antennas.

z
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$3 Off
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Funeral-

I

expires~ March l, 1984

~ ShMinC..- wiUpreomt a talk by Dr.
Raoul Bimbaum ol COlumbia Unlvml!y on
"Buddhbl Mountain Tl'lldltlons and 1M Sacred
Lllldt<ape or China" at 3 p.m. ill Wood•ard HaD
ltoom 147. More lnformotlort Ia a..U.Me at 177•
403:Z.

...._,G...,

wm boldadotodM.meetbla for
alcohollcl only at I p.m. MD!Ida,. at 1M Newman
Cmter, 1115 tu Lomu N.E. More blformatlo!l is
avlllabieat247·1094.

Tuesday's Events
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C..ttt will present• talk by Cristina

..,~,
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Tuesday, February 14, 1984
9:30-am-3:00 pm

New Mexico Union
North Ballroom
BS/MS in EE and CS.
Technical Disciplines with interest in Sales and Systems
Engineering. Students interested in Summer Assignments.
Come informally any time during the hours indicated above and
learn about technical career opportunities in IBM from many different locations throughout the country. Then sign-up on interview schedules for .formal interviews which will take place on
February 27.
Bring 3 Personal Data Sheets or Resumes.

CktianoU, vlsitinl ,pt<Jfeuor or economi<:O from

Bratil, on Irati land the University or Sao Paulo II z
p.lr!. 111M lntematlonal Center, Retmhmenls will
beset\'ed, Morelnformotionlsovailabl<!ai277-2!M41.

Citizenship or permanent residence visa required for interviews.

Pll 011 will meetll7,30 p.m. In the Psycholoay
Bulldln1 Room 134. Dr. Newm111 will dltcuss ,..
dlff-ln lanau•••· Everyone is welcome.
s-tar, Gno, will hold a clmed M meelln& for
il<!oJta1ka only at noon Tuesdo,. and thursdays 11
the Newman Cmtet. Motelnformationllavallable at
241-1094.
'

~. l1NM r ...hll Oolt wlfi meet at 7 p.m. Tu..dly
and Thunday nlahtl al 7 p.m. In Carlisle tlym•
nulom.

~~~***************
D•lly Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results
13f llenoll Hall

m

--..--·
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------- _._.----------·®

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Arts

Sports

What this couple needs is a good book

Unique Way To Celebrate
Presented by Orchestra
By Johanna King

Valentine
SALE
HALf-PRICED SELECTED TITLES
GENERAL BOOKS
CHILDREN'S
TECH l!t COMPUTER

UNM BOOKSTORE

Finding an original, enchanting
way to celebrate Valentine's Daythat one day of the year set aside for
lovers only - has plagued romantics for years.
Perhaps a movie? No, that's not
personal enough. How about a cozy
dinner? That's a nice thought but
lacks originality. A romantic walk?
It'd work if there were a beach to
walk along and it were a warm summer evening, but the passing cars
and nip in the air seem to take some
of the dreaminess out of that idea,
What about a concert featuring
romantic music? It's an original idea
and could easily set the mood for a
charming evening.
It just so happens the Chamber
Orchestra of Albuquerque will provide such a setting as it celebrates
Valentine's Day Tuesday night at
the Albuquerque Little Theater during what it calls its "Pops Concert."
The program, which begins at
8:15 p.m., contains a wide array of
music, all guaranteed to make any
heart melt.
"This concert is designed for everybody," COA's music director
and conductor David Oberg said.
"It's a festive, casual affair."
Gioacchino Rossini's operatic
farce La cambiale di matrimonio
(Anl.O.U.for Marriage) will be the
orchestra's representative of the
classical period. The piece is the
overture to Rossini's early 19th century opera.
The COA will also include a waltz
on its program. Richard Strauss'
"Liebes Lieder (Love Song)" is

what Oberg calls a "very rare
Strauss waltz. I don't recall it ever
being played in Albuquerque or
New Mexico, •' he added,
Oberg, who called Tuesday's
concert the "COA's Valentine's
Day greeting to Albuquerque," said
some of the golden oldies included
on the program are George Gershwin's "Embraceable You," highlights from Alan Jay Lerner and
Federrick Lowewe's My Fair Lady
and John Lennon's "I Want to Hold
Your Hand."

Alexandria King

The Lobo wrestling team tumbled over Colorado State 38-14
in Saturday's match.

Other compositions to be performed include pieces by Edvard
Grieg's "Heartwounds," Sir Edward Elgar's "Salut d' Amour," Ion
Ivanovici's "Anniversary Waltz"
and Marvin Hamlisch's "What I
Did for Love" from Broadway's
longest-running musical, A Chorus
Line.
Tickets for the Valentine's Day
concert are $7 for the general public,
$6 for senior citizens and students
and are available at the door or in
advance through the COA's Ticketline at 247-0262.

RESEARCH
PAPER
COMPETITION
UN'M Graduate Students are invited to submit re·
searc:h papers on the Hispanic experienc:e in the U.s.
$50.00 award for selected papers
Published as part of SHRI
Formal presentation to UNM Community
Application available at SHRI until March 2
Paper submission deadline March 23

Budweiser®

•
•
•
•
•

John W. Huster

Sponsors:
Graduate Student Association
Southwest Hispanic Research Institute
Chicano Studies

KING OF BEERS...,

SHRI
1805 Roma N.E. Rm. 201
277·2965

11:30am-

·Leisure Services Player of the Week
This week's Budweiser UNM Leisure Services Player of the Week Is
Johrt W. Huster, Johrt (who admits he Is better known as the "Senior
Scientist" serves as a Staff Chemist for the UNM Department of
Geology. John was chosert as Player of the Week for his enthusiastic
support of and active participation lrt the faculty/Staff Leisure
Sports Program. John says he ei\Joys the atmosphere created by the
noon hour faculty/staff program. He says he believes In the Leisure
5ervice pragram's philosophy of letting Its partiCipants ei\Joy exercise while meeting people.

3WBE,.HBAR'I' 1:aop"•-J
JIG3AW PUIIhB
O~rt'l' 13'1'

Once again our congratulations to John W. Husler, this week's
... t'i..~~eli!ler UNM Leisure Services Player of the Week.
"-'"7<•-•

50¢ per team

Lobo Gymnasts
Get Sixth Place

Grapplers Conquer CSU
Despite beat:ag Colorado State in
a home dual meet Saturday, University of New Mexico head wrestling Coach Bill Dotson was not
happy.
"I'm pleased with the win, but we
didn't wrestle like we should have.
We just assumed we should beat
CSU, and we didn't wrestle with
intensity," Dotson said.
New Mexico won the meet 38-14.
"We can't wrestle like this

against Arizona State and Wyoming
and expect to win," Dotson said.
Lobo winners were Ralph Harrison at 142 pounds, Curtis Luttrell at
!58 pounds, Brad Cast at .167, Dave
Vurik at 177 and Dan Ilgenstein at
190.
New Mexico's Bruce Garner and
Phil Anaya also won on forfeits.
New Mexico will host Arizona
State, Wyoming and Adams State
Friday at Johnson Gym.

Lobos Lose to San Diego State
Despite Franse's Bomb Tactics
By Jim Wiesen

28-18 and shot better from the field.
They shot 56.7 percent to the Lobos'
The U.S. Defense Department re- 50 percent from the field. SDSU,
lies on statistics as quality control however, turned the ball over 16
measures for much of its offensive times to the Lobos' 9, and that one
equipment. The heat-sensored mis- statistic kept UNM in the game.
sles it uses to zero in on targets are as
SDSU sank its first 8-10 shots
reliable as the taste of a Frontier Res- from the field, jumped to an early
taurant sweetroll.
20-15 advantage and increased its
University of New Mexico guard lead at halftime to 8 points, 33-25,
Nelson Franse's long-range shot despite the fact that UNM was outreseemed to have heat-sensing capabi- bounded 11-3.
lities Saturday in the Lobos' 61-60
But the second half saw the Lobos
loss to San Diego State.
pull within I pointofSDSU and then
Franse, who buried a shot in the fall behind again by as many as 7.
last seconds Thursday night to give UNM kept threatening and got with·
New Mexico a 46-44 win over in 4 points of the Aztecs, 54-50, with
Hawaii, was high man in the game 3:30 remaining in the contest.
Kelvin Scarborough hit a field
with 22 points.
Franse's hoop-tracking system goal with :14 seconds Jeftto get the
was accurate on an ll-15 perform- Lobos within 1 point, 61-60. Nelson
ance from the floor, but his other Franse then fouled SDSU's Andre
cohorts, excepting freshman Kelvin Ross. Ross missed the front end of
Scarborough, who finished with 14 the one-and-one, and Garrett re·
points, couldn't capitalize as well.
bounded.
Garrett fed to Smith. Smith dribIt was the second 1-point Westem
Athletic Conference loss the Lobos bled down the floor, penetrated the
have suffered this season, having SDSU defense and dished off to
lost to UTEP 60-59 last month.
Dolensky under the basket.
Dolensky and his shot were
The Lobo inside game was almost
non-existent against the taller smothered by Aztec forward
Aztecs. Insiders Alan Dolensky, Michael Cage. Smith picked up the
Tim Garrett, T.J. Drake and Mike block shot and tried an 8-footer with
Wirtters accounted for only 17 of the :01 seconds left, but Cage again batLobos' 60 points while SDSU's irt- ted the ball away.
sidei'S scored 37 of its 61 points. And
UNM begins it final homestand of
the irtside game proved to be the the regular season Thursday night
factor.
against Wyoming and entertains
SDSU took the ball in the paint Colorado State Saturday night and
often against the Lobos.· Conse· Air Force Monday night.
quently, it drew fouls and went to the
Cage led SDSU's scoring attack
free•throw line more oftert than the with 17 points. He was helped by.
Lobos, who relied on Franse and his Anthony Watson's 12 points and
surface-to-hoop bombs.
three other Actecs who scored 7
Sometimes statistics lie. That points each.
seemed to be the case in Saturday's
Hoopla: UNM basketball Coach
game as the Aztecs dominated Gary Colson is only two wins away
almost every statistical category. • frcm achieving his 400th career vic·
The Aztecs were fouled 21 times tory.
artd fouled the Lobos only 11, As a
San Diego State, placed on proba·
result, SDSU had 28 foul shots and tion earlier this season, received
hit 19 of its free-throw shots. UNM official word from the WAC Friday
was at the penalty stripe just three that it would not be included in the
times and hit two of its free throws. conference •s post-season tourna·
The Aztecs outrebounded UNM rnent.

The University of New Mexico's
gymnastic team finished sixth at the
prestigious UCLA invitational
Friday.
Lobo Coach Rusty Mitchell said a
poor team performance in the parallel bars and the pommel horse hurt
the team.
''The meet was a good educational experience for our team. It
showed us that if we perform up to
our capabilities, we are as good as
anyone in the nation," Mitchell
said.
New Mexico finished with a team
score of272.3, edged outoffifth by
Louisiana State with a 272.45. New
Mexico beat LSU earlier in the season in a dual meet.
All the teams finishing ahead of
New Mexico are ranked above the
Lobos except LSU.
UCLA, the nation's top-ranked
team, finished first with a score of
282.95, seventh-ranked Illinois was
runncrup with a score of 276.3 and
second"rankcd Nebraska finished
third with 276.15 points.
"Just our average performance on
the pommel horse and the parallel
bars would have given us 4 more
points. That would have put us past
Nebraska," Mitchell said.
Mitchell said good performances
for UNM included Matt Arnot
finishing third on both the rings and
the high bar, Steve Hill placing third
on the pommel horse, Neil Merrion
finishing fifth on the floor exercise
and Blake Hughes taking fifth in the
vault.

Lobo Briefs
Basketball
The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team took a
split in its High Country Athletic
Conference road trip in the Rockies.
The Lobos beat Wyoming Saturday
night 62-41 after coming up short
Thursday night against Colorado
State, 64-54.
The split puts the Lobos in a tie for
first place in the conference with
Brigham Young and Utah. UNM
beat the other league leaders two
weeks ago.
UNM Coach Doug Hoselton said
the Lobos didn't play as Well as they
could have againstCSU but successfully put that behind them against
Wyoming.
UNM was down 17-8 early in the
Wyoming game but managed to tie
the score at 26 at halftime.
They also held Wyoming to just
15 second-half points.
UNM continues HCAC action
Saturday against New Mexico State.
The game will be played before the
men's game, but .an exact time has
not been set.

Football
Roy Gregory was named offensive coordinator for the University
New Mexico football team. He replaces David Lee, who took a
coaching job at Arkansas earlier this
month.
Gregory doesn't have much time
to get organized, as the Lobos begin
spring practice session today. Under
NCAA guidelines, the Lobos have
30 days in which to conduct 20 practices.

Baseball
The University of New Mexico
baseball team lost its first three
games of the season this weekend to
No. 1-ranked Arizona State. The
Lobos lost Friday 5·1 and were
swept in a double header Saturday,
9·5 and 5·2.
UNM plays three games Friday
and Saturday at Nevada-Las Vegas.

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
c:Reiumi. Cfyj1. in9 c)e 'liJiC!e
d(ifjht-haml iudi(ied

p'l.i rzt

!Bofd{aC!e
19

p'lirzt

ilyfe~

OPEN
MONDA Y• FRIDAY
8AM-9PM
SATURDAY IOAM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.

277-5031

ltcl '11111111111
at

IIIIIII
3301 Juan Tabo NE

W•dn•sdayr f•b. 15

The Michael Schenker
Group
Advanced tickets $3
through Giant Ticket Outlets

Monday, Feb. 20

The Eric Martin
Band
Pick up free rickets
at the Station

1tednesday,Feb.29

Alcatrazz
Tickers $4 through
Giant Ticket Outlets

W•dn•sday, F•b. 22

The Retum of
The Mini-Skirt
ContestI
Contest will run six weeks
Final April 4
$1,000 1st prize
$300 2nd prize
$200 :lrd prize
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Cardiograms

theses, dissertations. Millie 298-4313.
2/13
/I.C/I.DEMIC TYPING - WILL edit. Accurate,
re!U<)nable rates. 265·1093 after S p.m.
2/27
11JTORJNG. MATHEMATICS,
STATISTICS,
French· Masters degreed teacher•tutor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings,
2/13
TYPING: EXCELLJo;NT SPELLING and grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential, Days 265·5176, eves 2SS·
3580.
2113
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. MARY days 881-1724,
evening26S·I088.
Z/29
TAXPREPARATIONS266-01163.
2/17
PIANO LESSONS - AJ,L ages, levels. Call Laura
Kramer 265-1352.
2/29
TilE WORD MILL; Sill years professional typing,
editing. English MA. Near UNM. 256-0916.
2122
WORD PROCESSING, FIVE years experience,
Highest quality, term papers, dissertations, resumes.
Spelling, editing, 822-0342.
2/21
TYPING, WORD PROCF.'3SING, 8U4126.
2/29
MARC'S GUIT/I.R CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315,
tfn
l4110UR TYPING, 298·Sll0.
2129
son· CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778,
tfn
CONTACfS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. JUI!ht To Clloose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING II rounseling. Phone 247·

CJIERYI,; YOU'RE THE best friend I have. I love
you. Uappy Valentlnc'3 Day. Joe.
2/14
PETER P,: \'OU will always be the Hum11nlties'
heart throb. W.S.
2/14
JIM -IIAPI'V VALI~NTINE'S Day, Love and
breakfast soon. Annette and Stephanie.
2/14
SHARON I,DS: I'D swim ·the hil!hest mountain,
climb •cross the ocean if you would be my valc~ttine.
Love, the Meter Man.
2/13
ARMANDO 0., WU,L YOll please be my Jelly Roll
Man'/ Happy Valentine's Duy. Slsned, the Mystery
Lady
2114
GIU:G: I LOVE you. Happy Valentine's Day I. 2114
DU('K Wl>t:ZER: "I'VE been putting out the lire
with gn1ollne.'' J'repare yourself for seduc!lon. I'll
put on my black stockings if you'll take me "slow
dancing." Love and kisses thl> Valemint's. Meembo.
2/13
Gltt:G M.: TWO IIF.ARTS urc better than OM.
Stulduy Admirer.
2/14
llt:Y "KIIJDO"- ONI,Y one more dayl Are YOII
ready'/ You can redeem this for a dinner for two of
your ~hoice, etc. tomorrow nil!htl I'll drive
slow! -- Starsk.
2/13
S.ll. I.OVES C,lf, Happy Valentine's Day,
2/14
t:LIZABETII -IT WAS me wearing only th~
turban In the "dark closet." Why didn't you say
somethingKubler·Ross.llovcyou.
2/14
I'AUI.A; l'REt:s, WEED and soaring, ••• You're
never boring, Love and peace.
2114
M'IIONEY, I LOVE you. L.M.
2/14
SURPIUSE YOUR VALENTINE with the belter
alternative; carnations. $12/dozen, free delivery, 884·
5440- leave message.
2/13
IIOW 1>0 YOU love him/her'/ Count the ways with a
"Cardiogram" in the Dally Lobo, now until Feb. 14.
Pcrsonijl messages: 10 cents per word per !lay.
lluslness messages: regular rates apply. Messages
must somehow relate to Yalentlllt's Day, Deadline is
I p.m. the day before Insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
2/13

~~

~

Housing

Las N oticias
IIAl.F-PRICE BOOK sale on selected titles thb week
at UNM Dookstorel.
2/17
INSULIN·DEPl'NDt:NT mADETIC male
volunteers (age 18·40) urgently needed for insulin
absorption studies at the University of New Mexico
Clinical Research Center. Volunteers wll! be admitted
overnight to the hospital and studied the following
morning. SSO reimbursement for participation.
Volunteers must be healthy, on no medications e~cept
insulin nnd without previous abdominal surgery. Call
Jean or Judy at 277-4656.
2/13
NF:WJ ''F:ARTII CIIANGES Survival Handbook"
by Page llrynnt. Avnilable from local booksellers,
2114
PSI Clll MEl."TING Tuesday 7:30 in Psych I 34, Dr.
Newman will discuss sex differences In language. All
interested persons are Invited.
2/14
GAY ANI> LESBIAN fnmlly relationships will be
dlscuued with a representative of parents and friends
of lesbians and gays. Thursday, February 16, 7:30
p.m. SUII2SOA·D.
2/16
SUBMIT NOW! CONCEmONS Southwest taking
lilerature submissions until Feb. 17 at 136 Marron
Hall. For more Info, stop by or caii277·S656.
2/14
CJ.UB7 MEt."TING7 £VENT7 Advertise in Las
Noticlas. Only 10 cents per word per Issue for UNM
departments and orsanlzatlons.
tfn

ONE-BEDROOM AP/I.RTMENT two blocks from
campus. $205. 2fi8·S221. Available March J.
2/13
FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATE wanted to
share furnished three·bdrm, two-bath NE house.
$225 per month plus \'i utilities. Call Don Jeffries at
.299-7594.
2/16
IIOUSEMATE WANTED: NICE nell!hborhood by
north campus. Call268-9488, keep trying.
2/16
ROOMMATE: SIIARJo; TWO.bedroom apt.
Nonsmoker, quiet Orad student preferred. 255-0367.
2115
S11JDIOS, ONE-BEDROOM apartments: 3433 Vail
Sl!. Two week~ free rent with six month lease. No
children. Pets o.J;, 255·3289,
2/14
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share two-bdrm, twoboth apt, Adams and Candelaria. Bill88l-4159. 2114
ROOMMATE, M/F, NEEDED. Two-bdrm apt three
blocks south Ctntral on Girard. SISO month, Utilities
included. Call Gary 256-3651 or 255-1628, Keep
trying,
2/13
IIOUSEMATE WANTED TO share three-bedroom
house In SE heights (three miles from campus).
$142/month plus \'i utilities. Call Dan or Pete 2567864 evenings.
2/13
WANTED: GAY PERSON to share rent and utilities
In large house In Bernalillo. Must have Iran·
sportatlon, references and deposit. 867·2894 after S
~~
21U
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Low Auto Rates :

:
:

For Students and Adults

:

•

265·6500

•

:

openSal:

:

•
:
•

1400 Carlisle, NE
Radosevich Multi·Line
. Insurance Agency

•
:
•

DAILY LOBO NEWS desk is seeking reporters to
work on a stringer basis. Call Ramona at 277·5656,
..
2113
RELIABLE WOMAN NEEDED to care for three
small boys Monday·J'rlday 3;31}12:30. Own transportation, References. Call243-6368 evenings. 211 S
GRAPHIC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical
Communications. Must be work·study student.
Production of camera-ready layouts (charts and
graphs, slides, posters, etc,) with phototype, pen and
ink, and presstype, Shoot B&W prints with stat
camera. Portfolio required with prior experience and
knowledge of technique3 required. Contact Yvonne
Walston 277·3633.
2121
FIGHT REAGANOMICS: ACORN, a progressive
citizen organization, is hiring outreach and fun·
draising staff. Part·/full·time. Get political, Call247·
9792.
2/13
CRVJSESHIPS ARE HIRING! $16-$30,0001
Carribcan, Hawaii, worlp, Call for aulde, directory,
newsletter. 1·(916) 944-4440 ext. unewmexlcocruise,
3/21
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nil!hts. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE.
2124
AIRLINES HIRING! STEWARDESSES, reservationlstsl $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for
directory, guide, newsletter, 1·(916) 944-4440 ext.
unewmexicoalr.
3/ZI

IBM ELECfRIC TYPEWRITER. Good condition
$195. 733·2518.
2117
'65 2119 MUSTANG. Body, Interior great shape.
Burns oil. Best offer around $1800, Nick 266-8822
morns, eves, Need to selll.
2/17
'76 FORD MERC Capri. Four cyl, fQur-speed, new
starter and baltery. $900. 242·7225,
2/17
SEWING MACHINE: RICCAR free-arm model806.
Originally $750; sacrifice $300, obo. Call277-2848,
2/14
DANISH TEAK DESK: 3'XS W with bookcase $200.
German baby craclle $55. 298·3069.
2/13
TYPEWRITER, SMI'I'II·CORONA portable electric
S7S obo. Call277·2848,
2/14
'71 IIONDA CM-70. Excellent condition, great for
around town, SacriliceS42S, 277·3394, keep trying,
2114
1949 FORD P/U, need to sell quickly. Will take$150
cash. Call Susan 873·3116.
2116
'79 DODGE D·50 Pick·up $1900. Must sell. 268·
2652,
2115
1973 PINTO. NEW tires, battery and transmission.
SSOOorbestoffer. Call82l-0094,
2/IS
75 HONDA CIVIC fouNpeed. 67000 miles, great gas
mileage, 268·2652.
2/IS
CARS UNDER $900. Good, clean transportation.
268·2652,
211 s
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION. 1!171 VW
Fastback, Automatic 3·speed. Body interior, engine
sood. $925 or best cash offer. 255-6196.
2115
197!1 MAZADA RX·7. Excellent condition, air,
louvers, ski rack, AM·FM, cassette, four new !Ires,
$7200. 883-9003.
2/16
BICYCLE: TEAMFUJI13". $300/offer. 243-4250.
.
2/13
1!181 HONDA PASSPORT. Good condition, under
3000 miles. $450, 281·5636 or281-1940.
2113
GREAT SHAPE. VW Rabbit diesell980. AM/FM.
$36SO. ~68-6809.
2/IS
IIUNDREDS OF CLASSICAL records, excellent
condition, $2-4 eac~; Oriental art; books; prints;
paintings; rugs; folk art; costume jewelry, 265-6264,
Message: 256-1553.
2/14
1965 FORD FAIRLANE $300. 873·2368 or 242-7613.
2/11

Employment
EARN WIIILE YOU learn - Minority Biomedical
Research Support Program. Positions available for
undergraduate majors Interested In biomedical
research In biology, chemistry, anatomy,

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOl APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106

<

Carnations $1.00
SUB 9:00am-5:00pm
Two flower tables in La Posada
from 1 1:00- 1:00 and S:00-6:00pm
13th and 14th of February
Sponsored by Golden Key Honorary.

•

•

•

•

•

FREE WITH COUPON

I
I

r----------------•

I
I

1
1
I
I
I

brake and front end inspection

student discounts

I1

call for appointment !247·4893
one block west of University on Central

I

Padilla Auto Service

1

.I

3-3o-u

··············•••.•.!•••• ~----£----~-----DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS™
FREE.

75¢0ff
Get 75e off any custom made
Domino's Pizza and enjoy one
delicious pizzal
LfmHid Oelhlety Are1.

G06d at listed IO<:altons only.

One coupon par pizta.
Coupon also good lor carty·aUI.

Explros: Api 12. 198ol

262-1662

3920 Central S.E.

Hours:
11 am- 1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am- 2 arn Fri. &Sat.
o 1984 Domrnos Przta.lnc.

2124

Travel
COMMUTE;RS: SANTA Jo"E-Aibuquerque, Ride
needed, 8:00-4:00 some days. San!lra 867·3351, 988·
1683.
2/16
MAZATLAN SPIUNG BREAK! Not completely
sold out. Video show Thursday! David821·7S22,
2/13

Lost&Found
C/I.LCULATOR Jo"OUND IN SUB 216/84, Calt2663SI4 to claim.
2113
FOUND IN MITCHELL 221: Textbook on the
Navajo languase. Claim at 131 Marron Hall,
2/13

Miscellaneous
C/I.SHOLA fOR USED furniture, toys, baby fur·
niture, Call Kid Stuff 842·6421, Yale and Stadium.
2/13
.
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call (312) 742·
1142 ext. 9340-A.
2/13
ZARN 400Je PROFIT. Orsanizations, fraternities,
sororities. C&S Marketing; fund-raising company.
296-3812.
2/IS
ARTISTS ~ SEE YOUR work In print. Submit now
for the Spring '84 Issue of Conceptions Southwest
and the ASA show. Some reproductions in the
magazine will be In color! Submit until Feb. 17, B.02
Art Annex.
211 s

c;overtYd

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
lndtan Jewelry
OLDTOWN

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265~3828
D. Mason, M.D.
F. J. Fellman, Do.
R. E. English, Do.

4304 'LOMAS, NE

262-1662
3920 Central S. E.

Close to UNM

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
<.

ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, d!sser·
lations, term papeu, resumes, gn!phs. 831·3181.
2/17
JTM WORD PROCESSING, typing, Friendly and
conscientious. Guaranteed spelling, 883-9221. 2/17
EXPERT TYPING, OUfS1'ANDING resumes.
l'rofessionalwrlting. 881·0313.
2/20
FELDENKRAIS Ml."TIIOD: AWARENESS through
Mo~emenl classes for pregnant women. Contact
MaryAnn Khanlian 897-2028.
l/16
WE DO QUALITY residential painting. Interiors and
exteriors al reasonable rates, For free estimate in
University area, tall Victor 242-7096 or Tony 243·
1058.
2/IS
OVERW£1GIIT111ERBALIF£ WORKSI25S-9866.
2/21
IIORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS. Experienced
instructor gives lessons in Western, English, Jumping, etc. to all ases, beginners to advanted. Call
Jeanette 1122·8473.
2/13
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, diwrtations, charts, graphs In my home. n1e
Other Ofr~ec 8fi4.6S64.
3/2
A·1 TYPIST. TERM papers, thesis, dissertations,
resumes. 299-8970.
2/29
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,

For Sale

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

a ateat day, Me.

Services

biochemistry, mlcrobloloay, pharmacolosy,
p!lyslolosY or psyclloloBY. Must be carrying 12 hours,
!lave a 2.0 gpa or better and be black, Native
American, Chicano or disadvantaged. Earn up to
$3600 per year, work IS hours per week (fall, spring
semesters), 30.40 hours per week In summer, Contact
UNM/SOM Basic Me!lical Science Building, Room
106 or call277·2128 or 2729 immediately,
2117
STIJDENT COORDINATOR FOR ASUNM/OSA
International Center. Salaried position. Application
deadline: February 29, 1984. 1808 Las Lomas NE.

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

Personals
GARY, IIAPPY BIRTIIDAY Valentine's boy.llave
2/13
DUDLEY DORIGIIT: l.EI'S 10 out and have some
good clean fun, Snow White.
211"
SIOO RJo;WARD FOR Information on hit and run.
Red 1983 Datsun Nlsun. D Parkins, Redondo Dr,
south of Johnson Field, Friday, 214/84. 821·6446.
2/14

THE CIT/I.DEL; SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. B11s service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and !lbposal, recreation
room, sWimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. IS20 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2~0/mo, for 2
pers1,ms, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

ACROSS
1 Same, in
footnotes
5 Loafer
10 Run
14 Joint
15 Black: Fr.
16 Split
17 Some sales
19 Employer
20 Dive
21 Germ layer
23 Esau's
country
25 Criminal
26 Avoid:
2 words
30 Salem's
State
34 Sanctuary
35 Group
37 Spanish lady
38 Affirmative:
slang
39 Ship
421nsolence
43 Speech part
45 Approximate:
2 words
46 Quickly
48 Inter
50 Some
engines

52 Hurried
54 Garment
55 Emphasized
59 Reed cutter
63 Earth
64 One-sided
66 Against
67Waterway
68 Record
69 Arizona hill
70 Abrasive
71 Superlative
endings
DOWN
1 Length unit
2 Tree part
3 Key meaning
4 Good shot
5 Lined up:
3 words
6 Put on
7 Insects
8 Standing
9 Convalescent
place:
2 words
10 Plodded
11 Thrive
12 Surplus
13 Condition
18 Fortifications
22 "-Town"

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Parent: Lat.
26 Jostle
27 Captured
28 Deflect
29 Barm
31 - Heights:
1974 war site
32 Being chilled:
2 words
33 Scruffs
36 Love affair
40 Certainly:
3 words
41 Rodent

44 Gypsy-land
47 - resistance
49 Ill: Prefix
51 Prayer beads
53 Heavy cotton
55 Criticize
56 Pitch
57 Bosh!
58 Decline
60 Malay dagger
61 Final
62 Deers' kin
651rish sea god

